From : Home New Delhi
TO : Colonel DG Misra
     Military Adviser
     PMI to UN, New York
     (FAX No. 0012124909656)

No.21023/21/2012-PMA(Vol-VI)  Dated: 26th August 2014

Subject: UNMISS: Extension request of TOD/UNMISS (India)

The undersigned is directed to refer to PMI to UN E/Fax No. 169 dated 18th August, 2014 on the above subject and to say that the following nine Indian Police Officers out of 27 nominated vide this Ministry’s FAX message of even number dated 11th August, 2014 be considered for selection against replacement of Police Officer who will complete their TOD on 5th October, 2014:

(i) Shri Suhseel Kumar Singh, DSP, Andhra Pradesh
(ii) Shri Dev Shankar Mishra, 2IC, CRPF
(iii) Shri Madan Mohan Kandpal, Dy Commandant, BSF
(iv) Shri Amar Singh, ASI, CBI
(v) Shri Vijay Kumar Thapliyal, Commandant, BSF
(vi) Shri Anil Shankar Naik, PI, CP Mumbai
(vii) Sandeep Singh Chauhan, Addl SP, Rajasthan
(viii) Shri Ugrasen Singh, IPF, RPF
(ix) Shri Mohammad Nasir Khan, Inspector, J&K

3. EASP (Electronic Application for Seconded Police) in respect of above 09 officers have already been sent vide this Ministry’s e-Mail dated 11th August, 2014.

4. PMI to UN is requested to take-up the matter with UNDPKO for early selection of above officers for deployment in UNMISS.

(G C Yadav)
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India
☎ 23093443
✉ uspma@nic.in

Copy to

SO (IT), MHA - With the request to upload the above communication on MHA website.